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ABSTRACT

the application-layer optimization conducted by end users.
Second, such abstractions need to provide a uni�ed representation of multiple resources (e.g., networking, computation,
and storage) in multiple networks.
In this talk, we review several important multi-domain
use cases that can bene�t substantially from network information exposure (Sec. 2). We then elaborate the key design
requirements of network information exposure to support
these use cases (Sec. 3). Next, we summarize the current
standardization e�orts in the IETF ALTO working group to
support multi-domain use cases. Speci�cally, we present a
uni�ed network information exposure architecture to use
ALTO and its extensions to support these emerging multidomain use cases [13–15, 24–26], and novel mechanisms and
abstractions based on recent research to improve the ALTO
framework in the multi-domain set-up [28, 29] (Sec. 4).

Many multi-domain use cases can bene�t substantially from
network information exposure, but also introduce new, key
requirements that existing exposure solutions, such as the
Application-Layer Tra�c Optimization (ALTO) protocol, do
not satisfy. In this talk, we review several important multidomain use cases, discuss the key network information exposure requirements to support these use cases, and present
a uni�ed exposure architecture as well as novel mechanisms
and abstractions to substantially improve the ALTO framework in the multi-domain setting.
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• Networks → Network protocols;
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USE CASES

Multi-domain network information exposure can be bene�cial in supporting multiple important use cases, including
multi-domain, collaborative data sciences, multi-domain SFC,
and multi-domain SDN.
Multi-domain, collaborative data sciences: Many of today’s premier science experiments, such as the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) [11] and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) [20],
rely on �nely-tuned work�ows that coordinate geographically distributed resources (e.g., instrument, compute, storage) to enable scienti�c discoveries. One example is the movement of LHC data from Tier 0 (i.e., the data center at European Organization for Nuclear Research, known as CERN)
to Tier 1 (i.e., national laboratories) storage sites around the
world. Another example is that the Fermilab is experimenting moving the exascale LHC work�ow to Amazon EC2 for
more computation power [8]. The key to supporting these
distributed work�ows is the ability to orchestrate multiple
resources across multiple network domains to facilitate predictable work�ow performance (e.g., available bandwidth,
packet loss rate [22]). As such, multi-domain network information exposure is a cornerstone to enable this ability.
Multi-domain SFC: This use case refers to building end-toend services by composing multiple service functions in an
abstract sequence across multiple network domains [7]. It is
identi�ed as an important value-added service in 5G [4, 9].
Exposing multi-domain network and resource information
(e.g., link bandwidth, CPU utilization) can substantially improve the e�ciency of constructing and managing such SFCs.
Multi-domain SDN: Network providers are expanding the
�ne-grained capability of SDN from intradomain set-up to
multi-domain setting to provide �exible interdomain routing as a valuable service [6, 12, 23]. Users of this service
can specify routing actions at the provider network based
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Many multi-domain use cases are emerging with the development of new technologies, such as software-de�ned
networking (SDN), network function virtualization (NFV),
and 5G. Examples of such use cases include multi-domain,
collaborative data sciences [3, 10, 11, 20], multi-domain service function chaining (SFC) [2, 4, 7, 9], and multi-domain
SDN [6, 12, 23]. Such use cases can bene�t substantially from
the exposure of network information, with which users can
perform application-layer resource optimization to improve
the performance.
The Application-Layer Optimization Protocol (ALTO) [1]
already introduces basic mechanisms (e.g., modularity, dependency) and abstractions (e.g., map services) for applications
to take optimized actions based on network information. For
example, a major research network has adopted ALTO as a
key building block. However, exposing network information
to support multi-domain use cases places additional requirements that existing solutions such as the current ALTO design do not satisfy. First, abstractions that aggregate multiple
networks into a single, virtual network are required to simplify
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on �exible matching conditions of �ow parameters such as
TCP/IP 5-tuple. This service requires provider networks to
expose their available routing information to users. However,
handling routing information of each network individually
is too complex for users. As such, a multi-domain network
exposure solution that aggregates information of multiple
networks into a single abstraction can simplify the use of
this service.
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Figure 1:

REQUIREMENTS ON NETWORK
INFORMATION EXPOSURE

ture.

Supporting previous use cases with multi-domain network
information exposure places new, key requirements, which
are not satis�ed by existing exposure solutions.
Requirement 1: multi-domain aggregation abstraction.
Handling information of multiple domains may add substantial complexity to end users conducting application-layer
optimization, and cause optimization errors. Exposing information on multiple networks in an aggregated view provides simplicity and robustness. As such, abstractions that
aggregate multiple networks into a single, virtual network
(“one-big-network") are a key requirement.
Requirement 2: uni�ed resource representation. Existing exposure systems [1, 16, 21] provide separate representations of di�erent resources. For example, BGP only exposes
the routing resource information of networks, and the base
ALTO protocol provides information on networking and
endpoint resources, such as computation and storage, in separate abstractions. However, optimizing the performance
of new multi-domain applications requires the orchestration of multiple resources in multiple networks (e.g., RAN,
transport, core in 5G) where dynamics and topologies are
completely di�erent. As such, a uni�ed representation of multiple resources is another key requirement for multi-domain
network information exposure to support multi-domain use
cases.
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High level ALTO architec-

Figure 2: Multi-domain
network abstraction.

path vector abstraction [5], and (iii) capability maps (e.g.,
CDNI [19] and uni�ed property Map [17]).

4.2

Multi-Domain Network Abstractions

We extend the preceding architecture with novel mechanisms and abstractions for multi-domain aggregation.
Multi-domain aggregation: Figure 2 shows a multi-domain
aggregation mechanism on top of the existing single domain
architecture. The new mechanism aggregates network information from ALTO servers in multiple networks to provide
a single, consistent, updated, “virtual" domain abstraction.
Network maps, cost maps, uni�ed entity properties, network
capabilities, and routing path abstractions (path vectors) of
individual networks are consistently integrated to provide
the abstraction of a single, coherent network to the users,
satisfying the multi-domain aggregation requirement. This
mechanism also includes a security multi-party computation
protocol to protect the privacy of individual networks. In
this talk, we summarize our recent research on the design
options of the aggregation layer [13, 28, 29].
Multi-resource abstraction: Although the existing abstractions (network/cost map, uni�ed property, and path vector)
are already powerful, they cannot handle the multi-resource
information requirement. We present our recent, uni�ed
resource abstraction, based on mathematical programming
constraints as a generic representation of the feasible resource capability of networks [27], which users can consume
via di�erent resource management systems.
Multi-domain programming information abstraction:
As multi-domain SDN requires multi-domain SDN resource
and programming abstraction, we present our recent research on multi-domain SDN abstraction. In particular, this
new abstraction computes a single, abstract, programmable
network spanning multiple individual networks. Unlike existing SDN abstractions (e.g., OpenFlow and P4), it includes
a built-in layer to extract and learn the interactions of interdomain policies of individual networks (e.g., route selection
preference), providing a uni�ed abstraction.

MULTI-DOMAIN INFORMATION
AGGREGATION ABSTRACTION
ARCHITECTURE AND MECHANISMS

ALTO already provides basic mechanisms and abstractions
to expose network information. In this talk, we present the
architecture unifying these mechanisms and abstractions to
satisfy the requirements for multi-domain use cases (Sec. 4.1).
Moreover, we present novel mechanisms and abstractions
based on recent research to allow the ALTO framework supporting the important multi-domain settings (Sec. 4.2).

4.1 Existing ALTO E�orts: Architecture

ALTO provides a generic framework to expose network information for applications to improve their performance.
Figure 1 presents a high-level overview of key ALTO mechanisms and abstractions. In particular, ALTO introduces
generic mechanisms such as: (i) information resource directory (IRD) [1], (ii) information consistency (tag, dependency,
multi-info resources [30]), and (iii) information update model
(e.g., incremental update with server-sent events [18]). ALTO
also introduces abstractions exposing network information
to the applications: (i) network and cost maps [1], (ii) the
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CONCLUSIONS

In this talk, we review important multi-domain use cases
that can bene�t from network information exposure, and
discuss the key requirements on exposure solutions. We then
present a uni�ed exposure architecture that uses ALTO to
support these use cases, and introduces novel mechanisms
and abstractions based on recent research to substantially
improve the ALTO framework in the multi-domain setting.
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